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Purpose of the
Gathering
This event brought together representatives
from multiple postsecondary institutions
and supporting organizations from higher
education across Canada. The activities and
discussions addressed how to better leverage
post-secondary “social infrastructure” assets
(financial, research, educational, relational,
physical and social) in service of Canadian
communities.
Together we built a sense of community,
surfaced drivers of this work and explored
how we might work together more
effectively to deepen and spread this
growing field of practice.
Specifically we explored questions like:

What could the future of higher
education in Canada look like?
What would an ecosystem of
support for this practice look
like?
Does the field have points of
convergence and collaboration?
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Why are you here? What’s on your mind?
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Process

Agenda

About the Location
Wasan Island is situated on Lake Rosseau
in the heart of the Muskoka Lakes, Ontario.
It is privately owned by the Breuninger
Foundation, a German non-profit
organization. The Island hosts gatherings
of all kinds throughout the summer and
fall months. In addition to the beautiful
facilities and unique physical geography, the
onsite hosts are also an important part of
contributing to the success of any gathering
on Wasan Island.

Our discussions and agenda were planned as
well as emergent. The design below reflects
the actual flow of the gathering as opposed
to the original detailed agenda.
We used Theory U as a basis of our time
together and moved through three phases
from Sensing (gathering information about
the system we are operating within) to
Presencing (slowing down, reflecting on
our individual contribution to the work
and letting new ideas emerge), and finally
to Prototyping (finding others who want
to innovate on the same issue, building
prototype interventions together).
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Outputs and
Observations
Day One: Sensing
Day One was designed to frame the retreat,
and to surface different perspectives
on social infrastructure. This helped
participants to start to find others who
might advance their thinking and their work.
Stephen Huddart, President and CEO of
the J.W. McConnell Family Foundation
provided an overview of the work so far
and participants shared their organizational
backgrounds. We then moved on to
exploring two possible scenarios for the
future of higher education in Canada.
These were designed to provoke discussion
about what could happen if we took either
a ‘proactive’ or ‘reactive’ stance towards
social infrastructure. These scenarios were
explored from the perspective of: research,
community engagement and teaching and
learning. Subsequently, McConnell shared a
systems map that demonstrated how these
three activities could become mutually
reinforcing if social infrastructure was well
supported, with research, community and
teaching and learning becoming better, the
more closely aligned they were.
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Day Two: Presencing and Prototyping

• Who has the ability to influence and make
change? Is it just Presidents? VPs have
influence and will need to take ownership
to push this agenda forward in different
ways.

Day Two was designed to move participants
from the personal, through to collective
visioning and finally towards finding others
who wanted to change the same thing as
they did.

Open Space
Finally we hosted a session of Open Space,
where we invited guests to name a challenge
or opportunity they wanted to discuss with
their peers. This exercise was designed
to help participants find others who are
interested in the same issues as them. You
can read more about the key insights from
each discussion group in Appendix 2: Open
Space groups.

We began with an exercise that enabled
participants to connect to why this work
was important to them and to connect more
deeply as a community..
Visioning
We then moved into a collective visioning
exercise and asked groups of four or five to
create a ‘vision for a supportive ecosystem
for social infrastructure in higher education
in Canada.’

As part of a prioritization exercise, each
participant was given three dots to place on
the eight pieces of work, indicating what
they felt was most important and/or urgent.
A summary of each of the discussions along
with the most popular actions per group are
detailed below:

While each group focused on a different
set of core issues during this session, their
visions were complementary (you can
read more about these visions in detail in
Appendix 1: Our vision for a supportive
ecosystem). The discussion focused mainly
on the role of Post Secondary Education
(PSE) and its interaction with community.
Key questions from this session included:

Relationship to Academia
This group highlighted the importance
of connecting Social Infrastructure to the
academic framework, connected to the
academic mission. Advancing the practice
would require buy-in from Deans, Directors
and Chairs and additional resources.

• What do the communities we are trying
to reach think about our plans for social
infrastructure? How we reach out to these
communities might be similar but they
may be very different and we need to
understand their different perspectives.

The most popular action item here was:Small
consortium on Universities and Social
Innovation (x16)

• How are higher education institutions
going to change? Could we implement
a “We don’t want to do anything at our
institutions without it going through
a Social Infrastructure” filter, in our
organizations?
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Networking the Network

Social Finance

This group highlighted a number of
additional networks that could be brought
into the conversation about social
infrastructure. They also suggested that
a number of key existing publications
developed around this topic, like the
McConnell report, the aide mémoire, and
the manifesto from C2U Expo should be
distributed more widely.

The importance of engaging Presidents
in discussions around social finance was
highlighted as well as helping institutions
to engage without costing money. They
established a set of opportunities to advance
the work as well as a set of barriers.
The most popular action item here was:
Engage other networks (eg:CAUBO) and seek
out opportunities to work with industry
media to build broader engagement (x8
votes)

The most popular action item here
was:Working Group to create collective
agenda (x12)
Indigenous engagement
This group felt that Indigenous populations
were not very visible in the original social
infrastructure report. They said that it was
important for universities and colleges to
engage with Indigenous communities in a
meaningful and respectful way, to establish
relationships and listen. They focused on
the need to create space for indigenous
presence in faculty, leadership, curriculum
and to demonstrate the value of indigenous
knowledge.
The most popular action item here was:
Include Indigenous + Access in further
documents/reports and discussions (x11)
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Day Three: Prototyping
On Day Three we split into three groups,
each focused on how to communicate the
importance of social infrastructure, but to
three distinct audiences:
1. Granting and Granting Agencies
This group talked about the importance of
demonstrating how social infrastructure
supported key governmental and business
strategic priorities. For example, getting the
Social infrastructure values into the big ideas
for each government ‘Super Cluster’ such as
AI, clean technology and energy.
2. Indigenous and Community Leaders
Here the group highlighted the need for a
clear articulation of “social infrastructure”
with examples and to show long-term
commitment and timelines for goals. They
also spent a large part of the discussion
talking about how to communicate and
thought that approaching pre-existing
relationships, listening to learn, and creating
an open dialogue about building this
together, were all factors that that would be
crucial to consider for success.
3. Messaging to University Presidents and
Senior Admin
This group also talked about the importance
of clarifying definitions and of connecting
ideas to the vision of the University and
College. They also stressed the importance
of highlighting other stakeholders who were
committed to this idea and of connecting
to the current federal government’s agenda
on infrastructure, innovation, and social
infrastructure.

For full details of these discussions see
Appendix 3: Communicating Social
Infrastructure
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How these systems might become the
beginnings of a strategy for systems change
The priorities identified map clearly into
Transition Theory, a multi-level systems
change framework. It highlights three levels
of change:

Regime: This level is all the existing
infrastructure that keeps a system in place
including government, institutions, markets,
policies and procedures.

Landscape: The first refers to macro level
change but can be useful to think of as
cultural change, the ‘climate of ideas’
that exist in a system, often inherited and
unchallenged. Positive interventions here
include changing the stories we tell about a
particular system.

Niches of innovation: These consist of
innovations that represent a different way of
doing things. The goal of these innovations
might be to become adopted by the current
regime, or simply to create an alternative
model that ‘makes the existing one obsolete’
as Buckminster Fuller famously said.
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If you want to create systems change, taking
a multi-pronged approach and supporting
initiatives for each of these three levels at
once, is effective. It also provides a useful
framework to map possible interventions as
they emerge, to see whether ideas cluster on
one of these levels and therefore whether
you need to search for additional projects
that could create more of a balanced
strategy for systems change.

Next Steps
For a detailed list of individual action items
and requests, please see our closing notes
here.
In addition, four major areas of work
emerged from the gathering. The McConnell
Foundation will convene these groups to
determine what, if any, work participants
might be interested in carrying forward,
and who might be willing to advance these
items.

The priorities that emerged from this
retreat fit nicely into the Transition Theory
framework:
• Landscape: Messaging to Presidents, to
Community Groups and to Government

The four areas of work are the following:

• Regime: Networking the Networks, Social
Finance, Relationship to Academia

•
•
•
•

• Niches of Innovation: Indigenous
engagement, community engagement
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Social Finance
Indigenous Leadership
Networking Networks
Integrating Social Infrastructure in the
Academy
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Group 1

Appendix 1: Our
vision for a supportive
ecosystem for social
infrastructure

• In an ideal scenario, Social Infrastructure
would drive systems change in PSE
through creativity, well-being, resilience,
and prosperity.
• One idea was to create The Wasan 24 - a
type of U15 but for social infrastructure.
The goal would be to have ~24
institutions on board with building social
infrastructure by 2024. Of course, this
group would actively grow beyond 24
institutions.
• Key people needed to advance social
infrastructure building: Senior leadership,
private sector, govt, policy leaders
• Some of the barriers to doing this work
well: available capital/resources, faculty,
existing cultures, and incentive structures.
Group 2
• In the current system’s state, there are
many groups/individuals influencing the
academic and political agenda. These
groups would need to be engaged in order
to advance social infrastructure work
sustainably.
• Although there seemed to be buy-in from
the institutions/participants present at
Wasan, the broader academic system does
not necessarily reflect this group. As such,
we need to understand the barriers we
might face and identify the gatekeepers to
doing this work well.
• The existing model we have for academia
is over 600 years old. Might building
social infrastructure require modifying the
existing business model? In order to do so,
we’d need to manage competing priorities
and address power imbalances within the
system.
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Group 3

Group 4

• In group 3’s map, the major stakeholder
groups were PSE, students, community,
and government. All are important to
the work of social infrastructure but
community is central to advancing this
work.

• Group 4 believed that the core of building
social infrastructure must be community
well-being. It helps to make decisions
through the lens of “what will create a
more thriving, inclusive community?”
• Group 4 suggested a series of social
structures that are holding the existing
system in place that would need to be
considered in advancing this work:
collective communities, laws/regulations,
cultures, and formal processes in different
organizations.

• They said that in order to move forward,
we will need to shift the existing
academic culture; we need to increase our
willingness to take risks, and direct more
resources to this work.
• One suggestion was to have government
develop a lead department for social
infrastructure. They wondered whether
there is an an existing department that
might serve this purpose?

• From the world of academia, some of
the key elements influencing a caring
community were the following: access to
education, recognition of lifelong learning,
and institutions as both teachers and
learners.

• Another proposed change was to make PSE
more penetrable. i.e. making it easier for
community and others to approach PSE
with collaboration opportunities.

Group 5
• Group 5 thought that in order to advance
this work, community, academia, business,
and government need to foster better
working relationships.

• Group 3 also shared the importance of
engaging students, administration, and
faculty in Social Infrastructure to ensure
its sustainability on campus. The group
suggested that Social Infrastructure
must be a part of the strategic vision of
institutions or it won’t take root.

• The uniting forces that keep work like
building social infrastructure advancing
are relationships/trust, financial resources,
and physical assets.

• Barriers to advancing social infrastructure
were: presidential priorities, competition
among universities, alignment community/
institution priorities, the credibility of this
work, and limited resources to advance
this agenda.

• It will also be important to have strong
assessment tools to know how this work is
developing and impacting community.
• Group 5 said, in reference to what is
required to advance this work, “We need
the act of bridging, we need the bridgebuilders, and we need bridging spaces.”
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Social Finance

Appendix 2: Open
Space groups

Key Points
• We want institutions to be able to engage
in social finance without it costing money
- this means a shift in what’s already being
done.
• It’s important to engage presidents to
see that this is important to carry work
forward.
• Change policies and hearts instead of
whole systems.
• Some opportunities to advance work
include: purchasing/value for money,
the Canada Learning Bond, social impact
bonds, investments strategies, housing,
using research to advance the agenda.
• Barriers to the work being done: locked
in, existing contracts; new work for senior
admin.

Below is a summary of the key points from
each group, next steps, and key players in
advancing this work.

Next Steps
• Engage CAUBO - get article in magazine
• Use “social purchasing guidelines” from BC
case studies to unpack data
• Build into RFP/set local standard
• Canada Learning Bond
• Engage presidents in social value
purchasing policy change
Networking the Network
Key Points
• It would be good to have a broader
survey sent out to the network to know
who is using what social infrastructure
instruments.
• Some networks to engage would be
Universities Canada, Ashoka (4 Deans),
Rick Hansen, Research Impact Canada,
CASA, UPAs`.
• There are existing docs, like the report,
aide memoire, and manifesto from
C2U Expo that we should distribute to
networks.
Next Steps
• Working Group to create a collective
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agenda.
• Create document with definitions.
• Communicate this work out to broader
network.

•

Relationship to Academia (Part 1 & Part 2)

•

Key Points (Part 1)
• Relating Social Infrastructure to
Universities must be done within the
academic framework, connected to the
academic mission.
• To advance social infrastructure work
on campus, we need buy-in from Deans,
Directors and Chairs, especially when
hiring faculty.
• It’s important to move from from outputs
to impact

•

•

Key Points (Part 2)
• Advancing Social Infrastructure will
be a challenge and will come at a cost.
Resources will be required.
• We need to distinguish between theory
and practice of social infrastructure. In
classroom vs. out classroom teaching.

with Indigenous communities in a
meaningful and respectful way. To
establish relationships and listen.
If we make way forward with indigenous
work, this will make the way for
engagement with other groups as well.
Indigenous populations were not very
visible in the original social infrastructure
report.
We need to create space for indigenous
presence in faculty, leadership, curriculum,
etc. and to demonstrate the value of
indigenous knowledge (in hiring criteria,
promotion/tenure, etc.). Can we value
Indigenous pedagogies like place-based
learning?
We need to balance “truth” and
“reconciliation.” When truth is required,
it’s important that we slow down for this.

Next Steps
• Canada Learning Bonds (for all low-income
families)
• Community Benefit Agreements Indigenous lens
• Include Indigenous + Access in further
documents/reports and discussions
• Bring forward recommendations to UC
dialogue (broad support)

Next Steps (Part 1)
• Prepare for Universities Canada president’s
dialogue.
Next Steps (Part 2)
• Build inventory of what we’re doing
• We need a small consortium on
Universities and social innovation.
Indigenous engagement
Key Points
• It’s important for universities to engage
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Communicating with Government and
Granting Agencies

Appendix 3:
Communicating social
infrastructure

• In messaging to Government, it is
important to position wellbeing as a
“valuable” asset
• Articulating the role of social innovation
in economic, sustainability, labour market
priorities/goals is key.
• In leveraging the private/philanthropic
sector, we need a shift from CSR to
business objectives/missions.
• PSE institutions lead new insights/training
+ students through research & curriculum
(community-engaged research, experiential
learning)
PSE will
• Leverage partnerships with industry.
• Build value-based approaches to
building curricular advances with Social
Infrastructure.
• Strengthen ROI - develop KPIs/metrics for
social infrastructure.
• Infuse inclusive innovation in its training
mission/vision.
• Fill a key gap in diverse talent development
(beyond just critical thinking).
• Build “super clusters” - get the Social
infrastructure values into the big ideas
for each super cluster. Ex. AI, clean tech.,
energy.
• SI Impact Assessment - A new filter for all
we do.
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Communicating with Indigenous and
Community Leaders

Messaging to University Presidents and
Admin

What to communicate
• We need a clear articulation of
“social infrastructure” with examples
• We need to get clear on the Value
Proposition (ex. Economic growth, jobs,
training, etc.)
• To share how we are hoping to engage.
• We need to show long-term commitment
and timelines for goals (measurements).
• And to talk about increased access to
university.

• Position universities as those with social
impact potential.
• Indicate existing partners like other
institutions and The McConnell Foundation.
• It will be important to clarify definitions.
• Frame messaging as “If we don’t do this…”
and connect ideas to vision of the university.
• Talk about how building social
infrastructure offers a competitive
advantage.
• Connect opportunity to the current
government’s agenda on infrastructure,
innovation, and social infrastructure.
• It will be important to monitor and measure
progress of building social infrastructure
work to maintain support.

How to communicate
• Approach pre-existing relationships - work
with ‘friends’ to meet new ‘friends’.
• Listen and learn (ex. Rideau Hall Foundation
work to mobilize youth/elevate voice.
• Open to co-design - build TOGETHER.
• What are communities already doing?
(strategic/plans, due diligence).
• Capacity building internally.
• Identifying barriers to participation and try
and fix them.
• Be happy to discuss multiple topics with
community, not just our own agenda.

